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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
Illinois Commerce Commission    ) 
On its Own Motion      ) 
       ) 
Audit of Just Energy Illinois Corp.   ) Docket No. 10-0398 
d/b/a Just Energy d/b/a     ) 
U.S. Energy Savings Corp.    ) 
 

 
 
 

STAFF OF THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION  

RESPONSE TO JUST ENERGY ILLINOIS CORP.’S PETITION  

FOR INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

NOW COME the Staff witnesses of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”), 

through its undersigned counsel, and pursuant to 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.520, file this 

Response (“Response”) to the Verified Petition for Interlocutory Review of the 

Administrative Law Judge’s February 22, 2012 Ruling (“Petition for Interlocutory 

Review”) filed by Just Energy Illinois Corp. d/b/a Just Energy d/b/a U.S. Energy Savings 

Corp. (hereinafter, “Just Energy” or the “Company”). 

I. Introduction 

On June 23, 2010, the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”) issued 

an Initiating Order (the “Initiating Order”) establishing this docket, setting forth 

procedures for the conduct of the Audit required by the Commission’s Order in Docket 
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08-0175 (the “08-0175 Order”) and for the Company’s response to the Audit (the 

“Initiating Order and the 08-0175 Order are sometimes collectively referred to as the 

“Commission Orders”).  On January 2, 2012, pursuant to the 08-0175 Order, Northstar 

Consulting Group filed a Compliance Audit and Management Assessment of the 

Business and Sales Practices of Just Energy (the “Audit”) in this Docket 10-0398.    

On February 2, 2012, the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) filed its Motion for 

Protective Order and Access to Unredacted Audit Report (“CUB Motion”) seeking:  (i) 

entry of a protective order to govern the treatment of allegedly confidential information 

cited in the Audit, filed on e-Docket on January 3, 2012; and (ii) if such relief is granted, 

the individuals who sign and agree to abide by the terms of such Protective Order 

should be provided the unredacted Audit.  CUB also requested that the Commission 

enter the same protective order in this proceeding that was entered in the complaint 

docket that was the genesis of the Just Energy Compliance/Management Audit, Docket 

No. 08-0175, Citizens Utility Board and AARP vs. Illinois Energy Savings Corp. d/b/a 

U.S. Energy Savings Corp., ICC Docket No. 08-0175 (“CUB Complaint”).  

On Feb 22, 2012, Staff filed its Staff’s Response to CUB’s Motion for Protective 

Order and Just Energy’s Compliance Filing and Draft Proposed Order And Motion for 

Leave to Respond To Just Energy’s Compliance Filing (“Staff Reply”). 

 

 On February 22, 2012, Judge Sainsot, the Administrative Law Judge in this 

proceeding (“ALJ”), issued the Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling (the “ALJ Ruling”) on 

CUB’s Motion by granting CUB’s Motion and ruling that the parties in this proceeding 
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were subject to the Protective Order attached to the ALJ Ruling (the “Protective Order”).  

In granting the CUB Motion, the ALJ explained: 

 

In the order initiating this docket, the Commission stated that: “The final 

Audit report shall be made publicly available on e-docket. . .” (See, Order 

of June 23, 2010). Certainly, at a minimum, all parties to the instant 

proceeding are entitled to view the final audit in its entirety.  

Just Energy contends, essentially, that allowing CUB access to an un-
redacted version of the final audit report exceeds the scope of the order 
that Judge Gilbert entered granting CUB leave to intervene in this docket. 
It is true that Judge Gilbert limited CUB’s role in this proceeding. But 
Judge Gilbert’s ruling of August 31, 2010 limited CUB’s role in selecting 
and supervising the auditor. Nothing in that ruling limits CUB’s access to 
evidence. Notably, the audit report is the very heart of this litigation. If 
Judge Gilbert had intended to limit CUB’s participation to the extent 
claimed by Just Energy, he surely would have denied CUB’s petition 
seeking leave to intervene. This is true because denying access to the 
confidential version of the audit report, given the facts in this case, would 
render CUB with very little, if any, ability to participate in this docket. 
Stated another way, there would be no point in granting any sort of 
intervention in this docket and denying access to the entire audit report. 

 

 On March 14, 2012, Just Energy filed its Petition for Interlocutory Review to 

which Staff now responds. 

 

II. Staff Response 

 

As discussed in Staff’s Reply, Staff supports the ALJ Ruling.  Section 4-404 of 

the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) requires the Commission to “…provide adequate 

protection for confidential and proprietary information furnished, delivered or filed by any 

person, corporation or other entity.” 220 ILCS 5/4-404.  The ALJ’s entry of the 

Protective Order provides that protection.  The Company has not provided a cognizable 
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rationale for denying CUB access to the Audit report ordered by the Commission 

pursuant to a CUB initiated complaint nor any evidence that the Protective Order is not 

adequate.   

The Company argues that CUB has no right to the confidential information in the 

Audit for two main reasons.  First, the Company argues that the 08-0175 Order and the 

Initiating Order in this Docket denied CUB access to such information. Petition for 

Interlocutory Review at 6-7.  As the ALJ correctly pointed out in its Ruling, this is a 

misreading of the Commission’s Orders.  The Commission directed Staff to manage the 

Audit and denied CUB a right to participate in that management.  At no time, however, 

did the Commission indicate that CUB would not have any involvement in this docket 

where the Audit was to be made available to the public and which provided a procedure 

for the Company to indicate its compliance with the Audit.  Initiating Order at 3. (“The 

final Audit report shall be made publicly available on e-Docket under the docket number 

of the instant Order.”)  Further, CUB intervened in this Docket on June 28, 2010.  Just 

Energy opposed CUB’s Petition to Intervene on a variety of grounds.  CUB’s petition 

was granted on September 1, 2010.  See ALJ Ruling, Sep. 1, 2010.  Therefore, CUB, 

as a party to this Docket, should have full and complete access to anything filed, 

provided they agree, as they have, to abide by a Protective Order.   

In Staff’s view, it is in the public’s interest to have the Audit as publically-available 

as possible in order to provide:  (i) other alternative gas providers with management 

recommendations designed to reduce complaints and to avoid violations of law; and (ii) 

the public with notice of potential issues with door-to-door sales representations.  By 

declaring much of the Audit report as confidential, the Company has undermined the 
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ability of the public to have access to this Audit.  By seeking to deny CUB access to the 

confidential information in the Audit report, even though CUB has properly intervened in 

this docket and has agreed to be bound by a protective order, the Company further 

attempts to limit access to its Audit.     

It must be remembered that the Commission’s 08-0175 Order required the Audit 

to be undertaken as one of several corrective measures to be implemented by the 

Company with the aim of reducing complaints and preventing future violations of law.  

08-0175 Order at 48- 52.  The Commission specifically indicated that the Audit was to 

provide recommendations geared toward reducing consumer complaints.  08-0175 

Order at 49-50.  Nevertheless, the Commission in the 08-0175 Order was cognizant of 

the fact that even complete and perfect compliance with the required corrective 

measures, including the Audit’s recommendations, did not guarantee that complaints 

would be reduced or violations of law avoided.  Consequently, the Commission 

reiterated that the Company remained responsible for reducing complaints and 

violations of law.  08-0175 Order at 50. (“Notwithstanding the audit requirement 

established here, [Just Energy] remains responsible for substantially reducing customer 

complaints and violations of the AGSL.”) 

Furthermore, CUB has requested, and been granted, intervenor status in this 

Docket No. 10-0398 and has agreed to abide by the terms of the Protective Order.  It 

would be unprecedented for the Commission to deny an intervening party access to 

confidential information under such circumstances.  The Company argues that CUB’s 

Motion fails to cite “…any authority to suggest that its status as the complainant in a 

prior complaint case entitles it to any additional rights- much less unfettered access to 
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the confidential portions of the Audit in this proceeding.” Petition for Interlocutory 

Review at 7.  This argument is specious for two reasons.  First, it ignores CUB’s rights 

as an intervening party in this proceeding.  Second, it ignores CUB’s agreement and the 

ALJ’s imposition of the Protective Order, which clearly restrains CUB’s rights with 

respect to its access to the Audit.  CUB’s Motion did not request, and the ALJ Ruling did 

not grant, “unfettered access to the confidential portions of the Audit in this proceeding” 

as the Company would have the Commission believe. 

The Company also argues that the acceptance by the Company of the Audit 

recommendations, as evidenced by its Compliance Filing, concludes the matter, leaving 

nothing to do but close the docket.  Petition for Interlocutory Review at 11-12.  In this 

instance, the Company misinterprets the Initiating Order and the purpose of this docket.  

The Initiating Order clearly states that if the Company does not agree to comply with the 

Audit’s recommendations, “a new docket” will be opened.  Initiating Order at 3.  (“Unless 

Respondent voluntarily agrees to implement the Audit’s recommendations, a new 

docket shall be promptly opened to review the Audit’s recommendations, Respondent’s 

responses to those recommendations, and to enter an appropriate implementation 

Order.”)  Staff would agree that if the Company’s compliance filing was complete and 

thorough (see Staff’s Reply at 5-8, identifying the inadequacies in the Company’s 

compliance filing), a new docket would not need to be opened but that does not mean 

that this docket should necessarily be closed.  Staff has recommended in Staff’s Reply, 

and the Commission may well agree, that the Company be required, before this Docket 

is closed, to comply with an approved schedule for compliance and submittal of status 

reports to Staff indicating its compliance with the Audit.  Finally, the Company does not 
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determine when a docket is closed, that is for the Commission to decide when it issues 

its Final Order.  Staff recommends that the Commission’s Final Order address the 

important issues of ongoing status reports and approved implementation dates before 

this Docket is closed.  

Similarly, the Company argues that no purpose would be served by permitting 

CUB access to the confidential portions of the Audit and cites the Protective Order’s 

provisions which limit the use of confidential information to the conduct of this 

proceeding.  Petition for Interlocutory Review at 12.  Since the Company argues that 

nothing further is required to be done in this proceeding, it maintains that access to the 

confidential information in the Audit is unnecessary.  As Staff has stated above and in 

its Reply, this docket does serve the purpose of providing an avenue for addressing the 

Company’s agreement to comply with the Audit.    

 

III. Conclusion 

 Staff respectfully requests the Commission uphold the ALJ’s Ruling. 

     Respectfully submitted,  
 
     /s/____________________  

March 21, 2012     Jessica L. Cardoni 
       Nora A. Naughton 
      
      Counsel for the Staff of the  
      Illinois Commerce Commission  
       
      Office of General Counsel 
      Illinois Commerce Commission 
      160 N. LaSalle, Ste. C-800 
      Chicago, IL 60601 
      312-793-2877 


